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TORSIONFREE INJECTIVE MODULES

MARK L. TEPLY

The usual torsion theory for modules over an integral do-
main has the following well-known property:

(A) Any direct sum of torsionfree injective modules is
injective.

This property does not always hold for torsion theories
over a more general ring R. The main theorem of this paper
determines nine necessary and sufficient conditions for (A) to
hold in the setting of more general torsion theories. In the
case that every module is considered to be torsionfree, then
the conditions in the main theorem reduce to well-known con-
ditions for the ring R to be left Noetherian. If a hereditary
torsion theory satisfies (A), then its associated torsion filter
possesses a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals. As
applications of the main theorem, the torsionfree covers of
Enochs are generalized to more general notions of torsion over
more general rings, and then it is shown that the class of R~
modules for which the torsionfree quotient with respect to the
Goldie torsion theory is injective forms a torsion theory if and
only if property (A) holds for the Goldie torsion theory of
i?-modules.

In this paper all rings R are assumed to possess a unit element
1, and all .R-modules are left unitary modules.

Before proceeding, we review from [3] the definition and properties
of a torsion theory for jβ-modules: A torsion theory (^] J?~) consists
of a pair of classes of iϋ-modules satisfying the following axioms:

( 1 ) j T ~ n ^ = 0.
( 2) If T —> A-+ 0 is exact and Te^ then i
(3 ) If 0 -* A-• F is exact and Fe^ then 4

(4) For each i?-module X there exists an exact sequence 0 —>

T->X-+F->0 with Te^~ and Fej^T
^~ is called the torsion class, and &~ is called the torsionfree

class. The torsion class J7~ is closed under homomorphic images,
direct sums, and extensions, i.e., 0—>A—>X —+B—»0 exact and
4 , ΰ e y imply Xe^~. The torsionfree class J?~ is closed under
submodules, direct products, and extensions.

A torsion theory ( ^ ^) is called hereditary if it has the follow-
ing property: If 0 —> A —• T exact and T e ̂ 7 then A e ̂ 7 A torsion
theory is hereditary if and only if J^ is closed under injective enve-
lopes, i.e., F^^ implies E(F)e^r. With each hereditary torsion
theory, there is an associated topologizing and idempotent filter of
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left ideals: F(JT) = {L \ L is a left ideal of R, R/L e J^} . We shall
consistently use F(J7~) to denote the filter associated with ^ 7 For
a hereditary torsion theory, ( ^ ^ ) , Rx e JT' if and only if Ix = 0
for some le F(^~). J?~(M) denotes the torsion submodule of M e R^/S.

1* Any direct sum of torsionfree injectives is injective* For
brevity in the sequel, we call a homomorphism φ: A—+ 0 Σ«ew Fa a
finite homomorphism (FH) if φ(A) has nonzero coordinates in only
finitely many {Fa}aew.

Now we prove a technical lemma:

LEMMA 1.1. Let (j7~,^) 6e α hereditary torsion theory. Let
J7~(R) ϋ Ix c I2 c /3 c 6β α countable infinite ascending chain of
left ideals of R, let I = JjS=i •£> ^ {Fλe,, δβ α collection of torsion-
free injectives, and let φ: /—*®Σ«e w Fa be a homomorphism such
that Φ I /,- is (FH) V i . // there exists Ik such that I/Ik e J7~, then φ
can be extended to a homomorphism f: R —> φ Σ « e w Fa and f is (FH).

Proof. Consider the diagram:

0 >h-^R

(B) φ\h

Since φ\Ik is (FH), there exists / making (B) commute. Since both
φ and / | 1 extend φ\Ik, then Ik e k e r (φ — f\ I). Hence φ—f\I
induces a homomorphism 0 :///*—*0 Σ«eτr ^* Since I/Ike^~ and
Θ Σ « s , ^ e ^ , then 0 - 0 and φ =f\I.

Given a hereditary torsion theory (^~, ^ " ) , we call a left ideal
of R an ^"-ideal if it is the order ideal of a generator of a torsion-
free cyclic iϋ-module, i.e., L is a .J^-ideal if and only if Le{K\R/
Ke _^Π if and only if xeR — L implies (L : x) g F(^~). Given a set
of ,^-ideals we can determine the filter iΓ '( t^) to be {/// is a left
ideal of R; IQJ and J is ^"-ideal ==> J = JB}. Conversely, given
F(^~) we can determine the ,^-ideals to be

R\J{I\(I:r)$F(^-) YreR} .

Note that j^~ is closed under homomorphic images if and only if the
following property holds: I is an ^^-ideal and IQK implies K is
an jP-ideal.

We now come to our main theorem:

THEOREM 1.2. Let (^~, J^~) be a hereditary torsion theory.
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Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Any direct sum of torsionfree injective modules is injective.
(2) Any direct sum of countably many torsionfree injective

modules is injective.
(3) R has ace on ^-ideals.
( 4) If Ix c I2 c I3 c is a strictly increasing countably infinite

chain of left ideals of R, then there exists an integer r such that

( 5 ) If J7^(R) c Ji c I2 c I3 c is a strictly increasing countably
infinite chain of left ideals of R, then there exists an integer r such
that [UΓ=JiRe/".

(6) Every torsionfree injective module is the direct sum of
indecomposable modules.

(7) There exists a cardinal number c such that every injective
element of ^~ is a direct sum of modules each of which is generated
by c elements.

(8) There exists a cardinal number d such that every injective
element of &~ is a direct sum of injective envelopes of modules
each of which is generated by d elements.

(9) There exists a cardinal number c such that each injective
module in J^ is contained in a direct sum of modules each of
which is generated by c elements.

REMARK. In case ^ = {0}, then every left ideal of R is an
-ideal. Hence as a special case of Theorem 1.2 we get the following

for JT- = {0}:
(1) <=> (2) <=> (3) is [5] Theorem 0.1 (Bass, Cartan, Eilenberg, Papp).
(1) ==> (6) is [5] Theorem 0.3 (Matlis, Papp).
(6) <= (1) is [5] Corollary 1.3 (Papp).
(1) <=> (7) is [5] Theorem 1.1.
( 1 ) « (8) is [5] Corollary 1.2.
(1) <=> (9) is [5] Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. (1) =* (2): Trivial.
(2)=>(3): Let J j C J 2 c / S c ••• be a countably infinite strictly

ascending chain of .^-ideals. Then jΓ = (0 : x^ for some Rx{ e ^ ~ ,
and hence E(RXi) e ̂ . Set I = UΓ=i /< and F = φ ΣΓ=i E(Rxζ). Note
that IXi Φ 0 for all i. Define f:I-+F via f(y) = (yxt) for all ye I.
By (2) there exists zeF such that f(y) = yz for all ye I. But z is
nonzero in only finitely many coordinants of F, and hence /(/) is
nonzero in only finitely many coordinants of F. This contradicts
IXi Φ 0 by the definition of / . Thus R must have ace on ^"-ideals.

(3) =*(4): Let ^ c ί c ί s C ••• be an infinite ascending chain.
Define K, by K./I, - ^(R/I<). Then R/K{ s (B/Ii)/(Ki/Ii)ejr9 and
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Kj. S K2 £ K3 S . By (3) there exists an integer r such that
Kr = Kr+ι= ... . Thus UΓ=i I. S US°=i ̂  = Kr. Hence [Uf=i JJ/ir S
iΓr//r G J T .

(4)=>(5): Trivial.
(5)=*(1): Let /be a left ideal, {Fa}aeW a set of torsionfree in-

jectives, and φ : I —>φ Σ«eτr ^α. It *s sufficient to show that φ can
be extended to a homomorphism from i? to φ Σ α e r ^ α Since
Θ Σ ^ F ^ ^ ^ , then 0 \J7~(T) = 0, so we can extend to I + S~(R)
by defining the extension map to be 0 on ^~(R). Furthermore, any
extension of φ to R, say /:iZ—*©Σ«eτr 1^, has the property that
/1 ^(R) = 0. Thus we may assume ^'(R) £ /.

If I\^~(R) is finitely generated, then 0 is (ίΉ") and hence we
can extend φ as desired. If 1\^~(R) is not finitely generated, then
choose Xi e I(ί = 1, 2, 3, •) such that ^~(R) c ^"(Λ) + (x1 \ c ^"(i2) +
(xu x2\ a ... . Set Ji = ^"(i2) + Un=i (̂ u 2̂, , #* | . If / = Ju then
we are done by (5) and Lemma 1.1. If IZDJ19 we proceed by (trans-
finite) induction.

Suppose β is not a limit ordinal.
Case 1. 1/Jβ-ι is finitely generated. Set Iβ = I. By induction

hypothesis there exists (FH)fβ^1: R—*© Σαeir ̂  s u c h that /^_x | J^^ =
9 I Jr^_1 Since I/Jβ^ is finitely generated, it follows that φ | Jis (FH)y

and hence we can extend ^ as desired.
Case 2. I/Jβ-ί is not finitely generated. Choose xβiel (i — 1,2,

3, •) such that Jβ_x c Jβ_x + (α;̂  | c J^ i + (^^ ^ 2 1 c . Set J^ =
^-1 + Un=i (^1, ̂ 2̂, , ̂ * I . By (5), the induction hypothesis, and
Lemma 1.1, it follows that φ \ Jβ is (FH).

If β is a limit ordinal, then let Jβ = Σros Λ Suppose ζ51 Jβ is
not (FH). Then there exists a sequence {γj such that

( i ) Ί i < β V i
(ii) i <j implies γf < 7,
(iii) 0(J"r<) has nonzero coordinates in at least i of the {Fa}aew.
If Uΐ°-i Λ i c ^ (properly), then there exists σ<β such that

UΓ=i Jji ~ Jσ* Hence φ | Jσ is not (FH), a contradiction to our induction
hypothesis. Hence JJΓ=i«/?- = Jβ. So using (5) and Lemma 1.1, it
follows that φ I Jβ is (jPif), a contradiction to our assumption. Thus
φ\Jβ is (i^iϊ) as desired.

By induction it follows that φ \ 1 is (FH), and hence ^ can be
extended as desired.

(1)=^(6): Any torsionfree injective iZ-module M has the follow-
ing property whenever (1) holds:

(C) Every union of an ascending chain of direct summands of M is
a direct summand of M.
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To see this, we argue by transίinite induction: Let {Ma}ael be an
ascending chain of direct summands of M whose union is N. Choose
x1 e N. Then x± e Ma for some a el. But Ma is a summand of M,
and hence Ma is injective. It follows that E{Rx^^Ma. Suppose 7
is not a limit ordinal, and suppose that E(Rxβ)ξΞ:N have been con-
structed for β < 7 such that Σ/^r-i E(Rxβ) is direct. From (1) it
follows that Σ^r-i E(RXβ) is injective and hence is a summand of N.
Write N = Σ^r-i E{Rxβ) φ K, and choose xr e K. Then xγ e Ma for
some α, so again E(Rxr)^Ma^N; moreover, *ΣiβzrE(Rxβ) is direct.

If 7 is a limit ordinal, consider *Σiβ<rE(Rxβ), where ^β<σ E(Rxβ)
is direct for any σ < 7. If xeE(Rxδ) Π Σ^β<r,β^s E{Rxβ), then

x 6 #(ita,) Π Σ E(Rxβ)
βeF

where F is a finite subset of I such that /5eF implies that β < 7.
Then a = 0, and hence Σ . ^ r ^ C ^ ) i s direct. By (1), ® Σ k ί J Ϊ ( ^ )
must be an injective submodule of N, and hence E(Rxγ) can be con-
structed in the complementary summand of φ Σj5<r E(Rxβ) as before.

By transfinite induction it follows that AT = φ Σr</s E(Rxγ) for
some ordinal /S. Then by (1) N is injective and hence a summand
of Λf.

Using property (C), the proof of (1) => (6) is an easy modification
of [8] Theorem 1.

(6)=^(1): This follows by an easy modification of the proof of
[8] Theorem 2.

(6) => (7) => (1): Since ^ is closed under products and submodules,
this follows by an easy modification of the proof of [5] Theorem 1.1.

(7)=* (8): Trivial.
(8)=>(7): By (8), each injective module in ^ is a direct sum

of injective envelopes of homomorphic images of modules

where Ia is an ,^-ideal and \w\=d. Since there is only a set of
.^"-ideals, then there is only a set of modules of the form (*). Since
each module of the form (*) has only a set of submodules, then there
is only a set of nonisomorphic homomorphic images of modules of the
form (*). Let {Kβ\ β e ^} denote this set of isomorphism classes of
homomorphic images. Then each E(Kβ) is generated by c — Σ/3e^ I E(Kβ) |
elements.

(7)<=>(9): This follows by an easy modification of the proof of
[5] Theorem 3.3.

COROLLARY 1.3. Let (J7~, J^~) be a hereditary torsion theory.
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If R\^~(R) is a left Noetherίan ring, then any direct sum of
torsionfree injective modules is injective.

F. Anderson has pointed out (oral communication) that the proof
of (2) => (3), which is a modification of an argument of Bass, can be
easily modified to give the following result:

COROLLARY 1.4. Let I be a class of injective R-modules. If any
direct sum of modules in I is injective, then R has ace on the
annihilators of modules in I. Let J be a class of R-modules with
the property that MeJ implies E{M) e J. If any direct sum of
injective modules in J is injective, then R has ace on the annihila-
tors of modules in J.

A filter F(J7~) of left ideals for a hereditary torsion theory (JT",
is said to have a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals

if, for each IeF(^~), there exists a finitely generated left ideal JQI
such that J

THEOREM 1.5. Let (S^, j^~) be a hereditary torsion theory. If
the direct sum of torsionfree injectives is injective, then F{J7~) has
a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals.

Proof. Let IeF(^~) with I not finitely generated. By trans-
finite induction we shall construct a strictly increasing chain {Ia}aew

of left ideals contained in /, each of which possesses of finitely generated
left ideal Ja such that IJJaeJ/~.

Choose xuel (i ~ 1, 2, •) such that (xn | c (xn, x121 c (xn, x12,
xld I c . Set I, = (J»=i (χn, , χm I . By Theorem 1.2 (4) there
exists Jx = (xn, , xlm I such that IJJ1 e J5Γ. If Ix — /, we are done.
If not, construct as follows:

Suppose a is not a limit ordinal. We can consider two cases:
Case 1. ///„_! is not finitely generated. Choose xai e I(i = 1, 2, •)

such that /α_! c Ia_λ + (xal \ c Ia_λ + (xal, xa2 j c . Set

J-a — U \Xali * * * ) Xan I ~Γ J-a—l

By Theorem 1.2 (4) there exists K = (xaί , xam \ for some m such that
IJK + Ia_ι e ^7~. By the induction hypothesis there exists a finitely
generated left ideal Ja_γ such that /«_1/Jα_1 e ^~~, Then observe that

h^±κ=Ia_iljΛ_i + {KnIa_ι)

is a homomorphic image of /«_i//α_1 e J7~. Hence
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So from the exact sequence

0 —> _:^=Ldl_iΓ —> Ẑ L —» L* —> 0
Λ-i + K Ja^ + if /„_! + if

it follows that Ia/Ja__1 + Ko.^". Set Jα = J α - 1 + if. Since J a is
finitely generated as a left ideal, we have the desired Ia and Ja.

Case 2. I//a_! is finitely generated, say by {yt + Ia^ | i = 1, 2, 3,
• , N}. Set Ia = I and Jα = J ^ + (#!, τ/2, , yN \ . Then Jα has
the properties: Jα is finitely generated and Ia/Jae^~.

Suppose a is a limit ordinal. Then let Ia = Σr<« Λ- Define iξ.
by jBΓr//7 = ^r(R/Ir). Then {iΓr} is a set of J^~ideals. Let 7i be
the first ordinal ^ a (if it exists) such that Iϊι^Kι. Let τ2 be the
first limit ordinal ^ a such that IΪ2^K-fl. Proceeding inductively we
obtain a chain Kx c if7l c iζ,2 c . By Theorem 1.2 (3) i2 has ace
on .^"-ideals, and hence the chain must stop, say at Kβ (β = τm for
some m.) It follows that Ia^Kβ; and hence Ia/Iβej7~, since ^ ^
closed under submodules. By induction hypothesis there exists Jβ

such that Jβ is finitely generated and Iβ/Jβ e J^" Thus the exact
sequence

Q __^ -̂ j9 , > l a . > - ^ . ^ Q

Jβ Jβ Iβ

implies IJJβ e^~. Setting Ja = Jβy we have our construction for the
limit ordinal case.

By induction it follows that I = Iβ for some ordinal β. Thus the
exact sequence

0 -* I/Jβ -»R/J

implies R/Jβejτ~, and hence Jβe

To see that the converse of Theorem 1.5 does not hold, we give
the following example: Let J be a non-Noetherian ring and R = K + I
(ring direct sum). As in [6] we can construct (J^, J^) via ^~ —
{M\IM= 0} where / = C[LZF^) L. Then F(^~) has a cofinal subset
of finitely generated left ideals (we can always use / which is generated
by the unit element of I), but the direct sum of torsionf ree injectives
will not always be injective.

For the case that ^" is also TTF class studied in [6] (i.e., ^
is closed under homomorphic images) we obtain:

PROPOSITION 1.6. Let ( ^ , j^) be a hereditary torsion theory
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such that ^~ is closed under homomorphic images. Then the follow-
ing are equivalent:

(1) Any direct sum of torsionfree injectives is injective.
( 2) R/JT(R) is a left Noetherian ring.
In the case that a hereditary torsion theory has ^7~ closed under

injective envelopes and j ^ ~ closed under homomorphic images, rings
for which any direct sum of torsionfree injectives is injective take a
particulary nice form. This will be a consequence of Proposition 1.6
and the following proposition which is of interest in its own right:

PROPOSITION 1.7. If (^~, ^~) is a hereditary torsion theory such
that J^~ is closed under injective envelopes and ^ is closed under
homomorphic images, then ^~(M) is a direct summand o f i l ί v M e RΛZ'.

Proof. Let J l ί e ^ . If M is an essential extension of J
then M G ^ " ; and hence M has ^(M) as a trivial direct summand.
If M is not an essential extension of ^~(Λf), then there exists a
nonzero submodule N of M maximal in the property that N Π J7~(M) = 0.
Clearly JV0 ^~(M) CΛf. M/N + ^~(M) is a homomorphic image of

and hence is in ^ . But M/N is an essential extension of
+ N/N = ^~(M) e ^ , and hence M/Ne ^ . Since ^ closed

under homomorphic images, it follows that

M/N + JΠM) 6 jr" n ^ = 0 .

Therefore ikf = ^"(ikf) 0 ΛΓ are desired.

COROLLARY 1.8. Let (J^~, J^) be a hereditary torsion theory
such that J?~ is closed under homomorphic images and j^Γ is closed
under injective envelopes. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) Any direct sum of torsionfree injective modules is injective.
(2) R = J?^(R) + N (ring direct sum) where N is a left

Noetherian ring.

2. Torsionfree covers* In this section all torsion theories con-
sidered will be hereditary.

To generalize the notion of torsionfree covers of [4], we need a
definition of "purity" for i?-modules such that pure submodules have
the following property: If Fe^~, then N is a pure submodule of
F if and only if F/Ne^. So select any definition of purity for
which this property holds. Such definitions exist in the literature;
for example, see [7] Proposition 6.2.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F e ^ . Then:
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(1) N is pure in F if and only if F/Ne j^.
( 2 ) If A S B S F, A pure in F, and 5/A pure in FjA, then 5 is

pure in F.
(3) If F(J?~) has a cofinal subset of finitely generated left ideals,

then the union of a chain of pure submodules of F is pure in F.

Proof.
( 1 ) By definition of pure.
( 2 ) Apply (1).
( 3 ) By (1) it follows that N is pure in f e / ' if and only if

the following property holds: If xeF—N and IeF(J7~), then
Ixg=N. Suppose {Fa}aeW is a chain of pure submodules of F, but
\JaewFa is not pure in F. Then there exists xeF — \JaewFa and
IeF(J7~) such that IxS\JaewFa. Since F{J7~) has a cofinal subset
of finitely generated left ideals, then there exists J gΞ /such that J e F{J7~)
and J is finitely generated. But then Jx^=\JaBW Fa and J finitely
generated implies there exists βeW such that JxSFβ, contradicting
the purity of Fβ in F.

We now define a torsion free covering of an ϋJ-module M as an
lϋ-module T(M) e ^ together with an epimorphism ψ : T(M) —> M
such that

( * ) ker r̂ contains no pure submodules of T(M)
(**) For each homomorphism φ : F—+ M with Fe j ^ there exists

f:F-+T{M) such that ψof = φ.

Using the fact that J7~ closed under submodules implies ^ is
closed under injective envelopes, we have the following lemma by the
same methods of proof used by Enochs [4]:

LEMMA 2.2. Let i?e J^~'. Then:
(1) If ψ:M'-+M satisfies (**) αmZ iVe Λf,

satisfies (**).

( 2 ) If M is injective, then ψ : Mf —> M satisfies (**) i/
i/, /or every homomorphism φ : F—> M with Fe J^ and F injective,
there exists f;F—*Mf such that ψ°f= φ.

( 3 ) If ψ:M'-+M satisfies (**), N pure in Mf, and ΛΓg ker ψ,
then ψ : Mf/N^M satisfies (**).

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that any direct sum of torsionfree injectives
is injective, and let R e ^ . Then for every R-module M, there
exists a epimorphism ψ : M' —> M satisfying (**).
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2 (1), we may assume M is injective; so by
Lemma 2.2 (2), we may assume F e ^ is injective where φ:F—*M.
{Ka I a e w} donotes a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes
of injective hulls of cyclic ϋJ-modules in ̂ . Since any direct sum
of torsionfree injectives is injective, it follows that F = ©Σαe^ϋΓα
where & is an appropriate index set. Let I(a) = Horn (ifα, M), and
let Kaσ be a copy of Ka for each σ e I(a). Define Mr = φΣαe^Σ,eκα) Kaσ,
and define ψ : M' —> ikf via ψ \ Kaσ = σ. Then we can define f:F—+M'
in the obvious way such that ψof=φ. Hence (**) is satisfied. Since

ψ is an epimorphism.

THEOREM 2.4. Let (J7~, J^) he a hereditary torsion theory with
the following properties:

(1) Rz^r.
( 2 ) Any direct sum of torsionfree injective modules is injective.

Then every R-module has a unique torsionfree covering.

Proof. Using the results developed in this section, the existence
part of the proof proceeds as in [4] Theorem 1. Uniqueness: Suppose
ψ': Mf —* M and ψ" : M" —»M are torsionfree covers of M. Then
there exists f:M'-*M" with Ker / = K and ψf = f ' Ό / . Clearly
K^kerψ'. Let xeM'-K. If Ix^K for some IeF(^~), then
0 = f(Ix) = If(x). But then Λf" G ^ a n d /e F(^~) implies f(x) = 0
and hence x e K, a contradiction. Thus /# g£ if, and hence if is pure
in Mr. Since Mf is a torsionfree cover, then K — 0. Thus / is an
isomorphism and Card (Mf) <* Card (M"). The rest of the proof follows
by a Zorn's lemma argument as in [4] Theorem 2.

REMARKS. ( i ) The hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied by
the usual torsion theory for modules over an integral domain.

(ii) Hypothesis (2) of Theorem 2.4 is satisfied for every heredi-
tary torsion theory of modules over a left Noetherian ring. Thus,
for R left Noetherian, Theorem 2.4 holds for the J5r(i2)-torsion theory,
i.e., the smallest torsion theory for which E(R) is torsionfree (see [6]).
Also for left Noetherian rings with zero socle, Theorem 2.4 holds for
the simple torsion theory of Dickson, i.e., the smallest torsion theory
for which all simple modules are torsion (see [3]).

(iii) In order to insure that ψ is epic in Theorem 2.4, it is
necessary to impose a hypothesis such as (1). For if R has left dccy

then the simple torsion theory [3] satisfies all the hypotheses of
Theorem 2.4 except (1), but 0 is the only module which as a torsion-
free covering. Also the Goldie torsion theory, ( ^ , ̂ ~), i.e., the
torsion theory whose torsion class is generated by all factor modules
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B/A with B an essential extension of A (see [1]), for modules over a
ring R = &(R) + S (ring direct sum) where S is semisimple with
minimum condition satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 except
(1), but the class of j?-modules possessing a torsionfree cover coincides
with ^ .

(iv) For another generalization of Enoch's work using Utumi's
rings of quotients, see [2].

3* Goldie torsionfree injectives* The Goldie torsion theory,
( ^ , J^) is the torsion theory whose torsion class 3f is generated by
all factor iϋ-modules B/A with B an essential extension of A (see [1]).
The torsion class & is closed under submodules and injective envelopes,
and hence JF~ is also closed under injective envelopes. In [1] Alin
and Dickson show (Theorem 3.1) that A/&{A) is injective for all
i?-modules A if and only if R = &(R) + S (ring direct sum) where
£ is semisimple with minimum condition. In this section we propose
to study the class £? — {A \ A/&{A) is injective} of modules over
an arbitrary ring with unit.

In [1] the first Goldie torsion derived functor of an i?-module A,
which is denoted by Gold1 (A), is defined as follows:

Gold1 (A) = M&

From, this formula it follows easily that for any ϋί-module A,
is injective if and only if Gold1 (A/£gr(A)) = 0. [1] Theorem 1.2 shows
any exact sequence 0—+ A—>B-+C—»0 induces 0 —>3f(A) —*2${β) —•
jgr(C) — Gold1 (A) -* Gold1 (B) -+ Gold1 (C) — 0 exact.

PROPOSITION 3.1. (1) ^f = {A \ A/&(A) is injective} is a class
closed under homomorphic images, extensions, finite direct sums, and
injective envelopes.

(2) ^f is a torsion class if and only if any direct sum of «@r-
torsionfree injectives is injective.

Proof. (1) These properties are easily verified using the results
of [1].

(2) By (1), Sf is a torsion class if and only if ^ is closed
under (arbitrary) direct sums. Suppose the direct sum of ^-torsion-
free injectives is injective, and let {Aa}aew be a set of elements of
£f. Then Aa/&r(Aa) is injective, and so φ Σ α e F 4 f f / S ( A « ) is injec-
tive by hypothesis. Thus Gold1 (φ Σaew Aa/^(Aa)) = 0, and hence

e ^ . Also

Gold1 (0 Σ &(Aa)) = Gold1 ( ^ ( φ Σ Aβ)) = 0 ,
ocew aeW
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and hence 0 Σ«ew &(A
a
) e ̂f. But the exact sequence

induces the exact sequence

0 = Gold1 ( 0 Σ &(Aa)) — Gold1 ( 0 Σ Aa) -> Gold1 ( 0 Σ Aaf&(Aa)) = 0.
aeW aeW aeW

Hence ®ΣaewAae^f by exactness.
Conversely, if £f is closed under direct sums, then the direct

sum of ^-torsionfree injectives, being both ϋ^-torsionfree and in
S>?, is injective.

As in [1] we call F e ^ ^-absolutely pure if A 3 F and A e
imply

PROPOSITION 3.2. (1) If ^ is closed under products, so is &.
( 2) The following are equivalent:

( i ) £f is closed under submodules.
(ϋ) Sf is all ϋJ-modules.
(iii) R = ^(i2) + S where S is semisimple with minimum con-

ditions.
(3) The following are equivalent for A^B, BeSf:

(ϋ) A/£&(A) is ^-absolutely pure,
(iii) BjA + &r(B) is ^-absolutely pure.

Proof. (1) Let {Aa \ a e W} be a set of elements of <£f. Then:

Gold1 ( Π Aa) =

s Π Γ^yL/iMM+A.] = Π Gold' (Aa) = 0 .
L A I A J ίΓ

(2) This is easily verified using [1] Theorem 3.1.
( 3) ( i ) => (ii) is immediate from [1] Proposition 1.4.
The exact sequence

0 -> A/^r(A) -> B\3f{JS) -> B/A + ^(J5) — 0

induces the exact sequence

3f{B\3f{B)) -+ £t\B\A + ^r(J3)) ~> Gold1

Gold1 (BjSf(B)) -> Gold1 (B/&(B) + A) -> 0.

Since J5 e ^f, this sequence reduces to

0 -* ^(JB/A + ^ ( J B ) ) — Gold1 (A/&(A)) -> 0 — Gold1 (B/&(B) +
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from which (ii)==>(iii) follows by [1] Proposition 1.4.

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let J^ be a torsion class. Then:
(1) V = ΠFS^ (0 : F) = Γ\resr (0 : E(F)) and there exists G G # "

such that (0 : G) = V.
(2) ^ is the smallest torsion class containing £& and the in-

jective iϋ-modules.
(3) The torsionf ree class corresponding to £/? is

{B I Gold1 (C) Φ 0 for all nonzero C g £ } .

Proof. (1) Let {Ia\ae W) be a set of representatives of the
injective hulls of the cyclic elements of ^~. Setting G = 0Σ«eiF/,
the claim can be easily verified.

(2) Clearly, £g> contains & and the injective modules. If
As£f, then it follows from the exact sequence 0—>^(A)—>A~>
A/&(A) —* 0 that A is in the torsion class generated by & and the
injectives.

( 3 ) This is easily verified.
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